
DENMARK

Population: 5.5 m. GDP: Purchasing power: Latent demand:

Official language: Danish
Terms for translators: overscetter (translator, not protected), translat0r orstatsautoriseret 

translat0r (state-authorized translator/interpreter, protected title)
Range of fees:

Academic qualifications required: None
Professional certification required:None
Association membership required:________________________ None

Taxation status: Not known.
Census status: Not known.
Government
translators:

Not known.

Certification of sworn 
translators:

Authorised translators are certified by the Danish Commerce and 
Companies Agency (Erhvervs- og Selskabsstyrelsen) - an agency of the 
Ministry of Economic and Business Affairs: 
http://www.dcca.dk/sw63078.asD
Usually, an MAin specialised translation/interprefing, which can currently 
be obtained from either the Copenhagen Business School (CBS) or the 
former Aarhus School of Business (ASB, which recently merged with
Aarhus University). Graduates from this programme - which is supen/ised 
and controlled by the Danish Translators' Commission 
(Translaterkommissionen) - have more or less direct access to become 
state authorized translators (translat0r). It requires an application and the 
payment of a fee.
It is also possible to obtain the qualifications elsewhere, sit an exam and 
thus obtain the authorisation without actually holding the MAin 
specialised translation/interpreting. This option is less frequently used and 
exists only for those languages for which there is no master’s degree 
program at the aforementioned Danish business schools, e.g. Polish, 
Icelandic, Arabic or Finnish.
The certification is for life, unless there is malpractice or other serious 
circumstances.
For which type of documents: Documents in Danish that must have legal 
effect in other countries and for documents in a foreign language that 
must have legal effect in Denmark. For other documents, authorized 
translations are not necessary, but are sometimes used anyway.

Other certification 
systems:

Not known.

Translator associations Translatorforeningen (Danish Translators’ Association): 
http://translatorforeninaen.dk/
Danske Translnfarer (DanishTranslators): httD://www.dtfb.dk/. formed in
1990 as break-out from the Translatorforeningen.
The associations negotiate minimum fees for translating and interpreting 
in the institutions under the Ministry of Justice with that Ministry. 
Professional indemnity insurance can be obtained at a favourable 
price through the associations, and they also offer courses at a 
favourable price.
Forfatterforeningen (Writers association) - 
http://www.danskforfatterforening.dk/
Forum for Billedmedieoverscettere (screen translation, section of Danish 
Journalists) - http://fbo-dj.dk/

There is also a trade union that organises translators and (many) other 
language and communication specialists: Kommunikation og Sprog 
(Communication and Languages) -
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httDV/vww.kommunikationoasproa.dk/
Translation company 
associations:

Sammenslutningen (Association of Danish Translation Companies): 
http://www.datc.dk/

Informants: Helle V. Dam, Aarhus University. .
Dee Shields, Executive Committee Member, Danske Translaforer.
Jorgen Christian Wind Nielsen, employee of Forbundet Kommunikation 
og Sprog, personal member of Translatorforeningen, and a FIT volunteer.

Documents: . Dam, Helle V. & Karen Korning Zethseh (2008): "Translator status - a study 
of Danish company translators”. The Translator 14(1), pp. 71-96.
Dam, Helle V. & Karen Korning Zethsen (2009a): “Who said low status? A 
study on factors affecting the perception of transiator status", in:' . '
JoSTrans - The Journal of Specialised Translation 12, pp. 2-36. 
http://www.iostrans.ora/issuel2/art dam zethsen.pdf
Dam, Helle V. & Karen Korning Zethsen (2009b): "Translators and (lack of) 
power: A study of Danish company translators* occupational status". In: 
Language at Work - Bridging Theory and Practice 6. 
http://www.lanauaaeatwork.eu/readarticle.php8article id-27
Dam, Helle V. & Karen Korning Zethsen (2010): “Translator status - helpers 
and opponents in .the ongoing battle of an emerging profession”. Target. 
International Journal of Translation Studies 22(2), pp. 194-211.
Dam, Helle V. & Karen Korning Zethsen (in progress): “Translators in 
international organizations: a special breed of high-status professionals? 
Danish EU translators as a case in point". Submitted for publication 
September'2011.
Dam, Helle V. & Karen Korning Zethsen (forthcoming): “The status of 
professional business translators on the Danish market: A comparative 
study of company, agency and freelance translators”. Accepted for 
publication in Meta. . .
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